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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work as a Network Administrator for NetTech Inc. To ensure
the security of files, you encrypt data files using Encrypting
File System (EFS). You want to make a backup copy of the files
and maintain security settings. You can backup the files either
to a network share or a floppy disk. What will you do to
accomplish this?
A. Copy the files to a floppy disk that has been formatted
using Windows 2000 Professional.
B. Copy the files to a network share on an NTFS volume.
C. Place the files in an encrypted folder. Then, copy the
folder to a floppy disk.
D. Copy the files to a network share on a FAT32 volume.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user is planning to schedule a backup for an EBS volume. The
user wants security of the snapshot data.
How can the user achieve data encryption with a snapshot?
A. By default the snapshot is encrypted by AWS
B. Enable server side encryption for the snapshot using S3
C. Use encrypted EBS volumes so that the snapshot will be
encrypted by AWS
D. While creating a snapshot select the snapshot with
encryption
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
AWS EBS supports encryption of the volume. It also supports
creating volumes from existing snapshots provided the snapshots
are created from encrypted volumes. The data at rest, the I/O
as well as all the snapshots of the encrypted EBS will also be
encrypted. EBS encryption is based on the AES-256 cryptographic
algorithm, which is the industry standard.

NEW QUESTION: 3
How do you create a new picklist? Please choose the correct
answer. Response:
A. Import the picklist file using the Picklist Mappings tool.
B. Enter the new picklist values into the OptionId column.
C. Export the data format and add a new picklist ID and new
picklist values to the file.
D. Export all picklists and add a new picklist ID and new
picklist values to the file.
Answer: C
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